The new FLEXY-KING, the brush with swinging bristle-head !
Our new and innovative Flexy King was tested very hard from various well known
groomers and as result they named it as an “outstanding brush”.

Friendly for pets - Brush without pain as well as much lower irritations of
pets skin!
Our new Flexy King is most suitable for de-matting and unravel.
There is also no problem to work with all different kinds of coat.
The small shape of Flexy King was made especially for the
problematical zones of a pet ( like legs….)
The Flexy-King is most effective in removing dead hair, because of the swinging bristle-head as well as of using very fine
stainless steel bristles. Otherwise the Flexy King is easy on for the pets-skin. The bristle-field opens the bristles by using in
opposite to conventional brushes and the bristles will close immediately when the Flexy King will taken away from the coat.
By doing this the bristles will hold the dead hair and remove it from the coat. This kind of function is against to conventional
brushes and responsible for the outstanding effectiveness of the Flexy King.

Friendly for groomer
Our new Flexy King has an ergonomically and absolutely balanced plastic handle with soft rubber rings for stressles working.
The positioning of the bristle-head and direction of the bristles in straight extension of the arm of the groomer is excellent for
an easy job as possible. The bent finger-rest has an double function. First as an comfortable rest for your thumb or forefinger
(depending of kind of using) and second it stops the inflexion of the stainless steel made bristle-holder. By making pressure
the bristle-head is springy till moving to the detent.

Friendly for your time
The new Flexy-King will give you an enormous advantage in compete to the conventional brushing, because he is doing two
steps of grooming into one. The Flexy King is easy on to your pet, because he is hard to mats and soft to the skin. The fussy
job of brushing could be done much easier and shorter than ever before.
By testing we have learned the highly effectiveness of this tool as well as we have the impression that the acceptance for
brushing has grown, especially in some difficult to brush pets like CATS. The manufacturing of the Flexy King follows our
philosophy to use only the finest materials and the experiences in handcrafting of our workmanship.
So the new Flexy King is fitting exactly in the line of our STRIPPERS and COAT KINGS.

Finally enjoy your new Flexy King
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